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Abstract 
Until 1994, only 2 elephants were often noticed in Bardia National Park (BNP). Now, BNP is well-
known major habitat for wild elephant in Nepal where around 120 elephants are freely dwelling 
between Nepal and India protected areas. The recent survey estimated 125 tiger population which 
is increased by 7 folds compared to 18 in 2009. Although, Nepal has significant efforts for 
conservation of elephant, recent evidence showed that elephants are on massive risk of 
poaching/retaliatory killing/illegal extraction of forest resources/conflict with local people in 
buffer zones and corridors. Various efforts (e.g., electric fence, cultivation of unpalatable but high-
value crops, radio-collaring of the problematic wild elephants, conservation education, 
mobilization of rapid response teams, etc.) have been initiated to reduce human-elephant conflict 
(HEC) and to conserve wild elephant population in BNP. The interventions are still inadequate 
and need more strategic interventions to maintain human-elephant co-existence. The freely moving 
solitary bulls which are around 10 in the BNP are causing majority of damage. The COVID-19 
pandemic and its impacts on local economy and society has created new challenges. Local 
community are not caring the electric fence due to low motivation, inactiveness and lack of 
ownership. People are not aware on elephant conservation and proper way of chasing wild bull 
from settlements. The damage can be minimized if people change their behavior towards 
elephants. This project aims to strengthen and increase the effectiveness of the existing HEC 
mitigation measures through community motivation, sustainable resources and behavior change 
elephant conservation campaign. It has been proven that successful protection of elephant 
population depends on cooperation and support from local communities. During the period, 9 
Rapid Response Teams (RRTs) are mobilized for the timely monitoring of strayed elephants, 
safely chasing of those elephants (approx. 10 tusker) from the villages; 13 human wildlife conflict 
mitigation sub committees were formed and mobilized for the proper running of 34 km electric 
fence and additional 40 km are on progress; 19 CBAPUs mobilize its members for the protection 
of elephant and other endangered wildlife and 19 change agents are developed and they are able 
to reach 5923 community members for the development of human wildlife coexistence. The 
problematic tiger is frequently monitored in the western Nepal and 3 tigers causing problems were 
safely rescued. The active engagement of RRTs, Community Based Anti-Poaching Units 
(CBAPUs), human wildlife conflict mitigation sub-committees, Buffer Zone User Committees 
(BZUCs), Community Forest User Groups, BNP, National Trust for Nature Conservation 
(NTNC), Local government and national conservation partner provide favorable environment for 
the problematic elephant monitoring, safely chasing bulls from village, proper running of fence 
and massive behavior change elephant conservation campaign. These interventions secure the 
survival of elephant (120 population) by developing Human Elephant Co-existence in the buffer 
zone (507 km2) of Bardia National Park (968 km2) and corridor forest (58 km2). Similarly, it helps 
to minimize human tiger conflict and ultimately conserve the growing tiger population in the 
Bardia National Park. The learning from this project, especially, mobilization of RRTs, monitoring 
of strayed bulls, proper running of fence, and massive elephant conservation campaign from the 
local change agents are applied in Banke and Suklaphanta National Parks. 
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Activities accomplished during the period 
Goals 

The main goal of the project is to secure the survival of elephant (120 population) by developing 
Human Elephant Co-existence in the buffer zone (507 km2) of Bardia National Park (968 km2). 
This project will mobilize village youths (9 RRTs) for the timely monitoring of strayed elephants, 
safely chasing of those elephants (approx. 10 tusker) from the villages, proper use of prevention 
measures (34 km fence benefiting, 2300 households) and developing change agents (9 agents) in 
the village level for changing community behavior (1350 villagers) on elephant conservation.   

Objectives and accomplished activities 

Objective 1: Mobilization of RRTs (9 units) for the safely chasing of problematic elephant 

(approx. 10 elephants): 

1.1. Orientation workshop with RRT members (9 units): More than 2400 village youths are 
affiliated in Community Based Anti-Poaching Campaign in Bardia by forming 19 CBAPUs around 
the park. They have played extraordinary role for the protection of endangered animals. Nine RRTs 
are formed in the conflict prone areas (Fig 1) by representing active CBAPU member. The team 
work with park staffs, security forces and BZUCs for the safely chasing of wild bulls from the 
village. Orientation workshops/tole level meetings were organized with member of RRTs, CBAPU 
leaders, representatives of BZUCs, Park, NTNC, local government and BZCFUGs for the effective 
mobilization of RRTs where 2184 people were participated in total 86 meeting/interaction. 

  
CBAPU/RRT workshop CBAPU/RRT meeting in tole 

1.2. Rapid response kit:  Each RRTs is equipped with set of field bag, torchlights, GPS, binocular, 
mike and mobile set. During the period we have supported 357 torchlights in the following areas. 
Those torchlight are used for the safely chasing of elephant from the village and night patrolling 
by CBAPUs.  Similarly, bags, t-shirt, raincoat and other logistic materials were provided. They 
are also receiving recharge of their mobile phone for the timely communication with their other 
members, security forces and park frontline staffs. 
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Table 1: Distributions of torchlights 
S.N. BZUCs Torchlights 
1 Patabhar 123 
2 Geurwa 80 
3 Bindra 9 
4 Asaregaudi 65 
5 Suryaptuwa 51 
6 Thakurdwara 29 
Total 357 

 

  
Torch light distribution to CBAPUs Bag and material distribution 

  
Material distribution CBAPU members guarding elephant in corridor 

1.3. Mobilization support for RRTs in the conflict prone areas (9 units): The mobilization of 
RRTs for the monitoring of problematic elephants seems very effective so that they are aware 
about the number of elephants visiting their place, particular season, time etc. During the period, 
9 RRTs are involving in the monitoring and chasing of problematic elephants by recognizing the 
problematic elephants and its behavior, so the cases of crop and property damage are reducing 
compare to previous years and no human death during the period. Information sharing on time is 
supporting to make significant decision for the human wellbeing and elephant conservation. When 
the entrance of elephant in village is reported in park office, the team members of RRTs are 
mobilized for chasing the elephant from the. The field office of NTNC and Bardia National Park 
are providing vehicle for their transportation. Till now, 9 different elephants are identified the team 
and one bull is not able to identify due to lack of clear photo. During the period the team are 
mobilized in the following 10 cases of damage made by elephant. 
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Table 2: Mobilization of RRT for the safely chasing of elephant from village 
Date Human Wildlife conflict accidents 

2022-01-01 
Elephant sighted day time, cross Karnali river, seems young, video with Phiru, elephant visited 
at Hattisar from last 3 days 

2022-01-02 Again, visited Janaknagar on night time, entered into Janaknagar forest 

2022-01-03 Day time elephant enter towards park from janaknagar forest 

2022-01-04 Park level RRT team return back to office 

2022-01-16 3-4 houses damage by elephant in Manikapur, Shivapur 

2022-01-31 
Houses damage in Dumreni area, Karmala also, one week ago park vehicle accident while back 
form elephant chasing 

2022-02-15 Elephant on highway (recorded by Bhabuk), one tusker in between Sainwar to Parewodar 

2022-06-06 Game proof fence damage by elephant at Asareguadi and repaired by Asaregudi BZUC 

2022-06-30 Two housed damage at Kothiyaghat 

2022-06-30 Frequent visit of elephant (2 male at Patabhar region) park has regularly chase elephant 

 

 
 

BNP_EM01: Debre Thutho Makuna BNP_EM02: Debre Darabhachuwa 

  
BNP_EM03: Dahine Chotedara BNP_EM04: Linde Bhale 
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BNP_EM05: Chota Dara  BNP_EM06: Lamadara 

 
 

BNP_EM07: Dahine Jogikane BP_EM08: Dahine darbhachuwa 

  

BNP_EM09: Dahine Kan thople One unidentified tusker 
Photo: Profile of problematic bull elephant in Bardia National Park 

If the problematic elephant and tiger are reported near the settlement, the information is 

immediately broadcasted from local FM, public notice by ward offices and alerting message by 

RRT members for taking safety precautions. Three elephants are frequently visiting in the paddy 

field, the technician team had wisely chased by partially sedating when other means were not 

worked. During the period the team of NTNC and BNP deploy camera trap in 8 places and rescued 

three tigers which were injured, old and involve in killing local people. 
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Local poor houses damage by elephant 

  
Fence damage by elephant Site visited for the maintenance of fence 

  
Tiger rescue from the Banke after killing series of 4 

local people 
Highly injured tiger rescued after killing one local 

village women from corridor forest 

Objective 2: Develop local community ownership (13 groups) for proper use of preventive 
measures (34 km) 

2.1. Organize community workshop (4 units): A elephant conservation workshop was organized 
with the participation of local government bodies/political parties, media personnel, traditional 
village leaders and BZUCs to secure continued support for the development of human elephant 
coexistence strategy. Active group discussion was carried out for finalizing the conservation threats, 
major causes of conflict and effective alternative measures and presented among the members, 
following the power-point presentation. The growing elephant population from the past 
conservation efforts, conflict status and trends, killing of elephant, the effectiveness of existing 
mitigation activities were shared. Community leaders are also encouraged to make their annual plan 
and resource availability in their BZUCs. In the end, group commitment was sought from the 
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community/political leaders to initiate elephant conservation activities. The local government is 
ready to support for the adoption of alternative crops and budget allocation for the replacement of 
old energizer. 

 
Community workshop for elephant conservation 

2.2. Strengthening community-based fence repair and maintenance group (13 groups): There 
are approx. 2300 hhs who are benefited from the existing 34 km electric fence. The local 
communities are mobilizing for the proper running of fence of those 34 km and community 
consultation are doing for the revive of additional 40 km fence. The Buffer Zone User Committees 
(BZUCs) are taking overall responsible of fence and mobilized local communities for the caring 
of fencing by forming human wildlife conflict minimization sub-committee by representing the 
coverage of each energizer. The owner of the house where machine is kept, regularly check the 
power and if any maintenance needed, timely communicate to us. The local trained resource 
persons are mobilizing for the technical support. 

 
Discussion in the fence site with villagers for the proper running of fence 
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2.3. External support for fence repair materials (34 km): NTNC and BNP have provided the 
support for the replacement of old and damage items such wire, battery, energizer, solar, earthing 
etc.  During the period four energizer machine are replaced where electric fence is properly 
working now. Similarly, community are mobilized for the replacement energizer from the 
additional three locations. 

 
 

Check up the fence Visit owner house for the proper handling of machine 

 
 

New energizer machine Site clearance by local community 

Objective 3: Organize behavior change elephant conservation campaign (45 events) 

3.1. TOT for CBAPU leaders (9 change agents): The human fatalities, crop raiding and property 
damage by elephant revealed that most of farmers did not apply precautionary measures from 
probable elephant attack. People who are heavily dependent on forest resources for livelihood and 
living on the fringes of national parks are always vulnerable to elephant attacks who share the 
same forest and landscape. But many fatal cases and losses with elephant are happening because 
of people’s negligence and low level of awareness about elephant behavior. After the human death 
by elephant, people are more irritated toward the conservation worker and confrontation are being 
made. Therefore, changing behavior of people and teaching them how to respond to the elephant 
and other wildlife while they go into the forest is important to minimize fatalities. A local trainer 
(resource person) from 19 CBAPUs are developed to organize massive behavior change 
conservation awareness sessions. A two-day long TOT on human wildlife co-existence (HECx) 
was organized by selecting from those CBAPUs of a buffer zone. Similarly, they are encouraging 
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to motivate local farmers for adopting un palatable crops such as mint, turmeric, ginger, and lemon, 
and crowd management after elephant enter in the village. Each trainer made a plan for organizing 
10 awareness sessions in their respective areas. 

 
Participants of ToT workshop 

3.2. On site behavior change awareness campaign (1350 participants): After the completion of 
TOT, each trainee provided bags, sufficient poster and stationaries. The trainer organized session 
with the farmers, living adjoin the park border and community members who frequently enters 
forest for firewood/grass/timber collection and livestock grazing. The trainer is coordinating with 
park offices, BZUCs, CBAPUs, local government bodies and NTNC for the selection of target 
groups and sharing of cost of the program. Those trainers are able to organize 142 sessions and 
reach 5923 Communities.  

  
Behavior change session with livestock grazer Behavior change session with village people 
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Poster use by students Poster on the wall of Barbour shop 

Similarly, 45 awareness programs were organized for district level authorities, security forces, 
local government bodies, community youth, women, school students and elders. Support was 
sought from the change agents, park officers and CBAPU leader to facilitate the awareness 
sessions. The awareness sessions mostly focus on social behavior of elephant/tiger, why animal 
enter village, how to escape from animal attack and changing cropping pattern.  The participants 
are also aware to adopt predator proof corral house and stall feeding to protect livestock from tiger 
attack, and adoption of non-palatable crops, timely repair of electric fence, keeping torch light, 
guarding from machan, avoid alcohol and safely chasing of elephants. During the period no any 
human causalities by elephant and no any negative cases to elephant from the project area. 

  
Discussion with women groups Sharing human elephant co-existence with 

stakeholders 
Table 3: Details of awareness session 

Date Activities/Target groups Beneficiaries 

2022-01-01 
Interaction with CBAPU members of Thakurbaba-2 Sojpur, 
Neulapur 35 

2022-01-11 Community workshop with northern BZUCs and change agents 18 
2022-01-12 Interaction with CF of Shivapur 83 
2022-01-18 Interaction with chairpersons of Southern CBAPUs 14 

2022-03-06 
Talk on Human wildlife co-existence with Thakurdwara 
women 43 

2022-03-07 Talk on HTCx with trainee, resource Himalayas 10 
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Date Activities/Target groups Beneficiaries 
2022-03-07 Forest management issues at Bashgadi area 40 
2022-03-22 Talk on HTCs with women members from Thakurdwara 22 
2022-03-24 Talk on safety measures from tiger and elephant at Banaugau 25 
2022-03-31 WCCB meeting at Surkhet 40 
2022-04-01 Wildlife handling training at Surkhet 35 
2022-04-03 Sport and t-shirt distributed to Patabhar UC 3 

2022-04-07 
Interaction with CBAPU members of Kareliya on behavior 
change 30 

2022-04-07 Certificate distribution for sewing and tailoring participants 30 

2022-04-08 
Interaction with CBAPU members of Shivapur on behavior 
change 30 

2022-04-10 Certificate distribution for 22 handicraft participants 22 
2022-04-11 Drill simulation for fire control 30 
2022-04-12 HWCx workshop at Neulapur 20 
2022-04-14 Opening of wildlife week 40 
2022-04-15 Bird watching with youths 12 

2022-04-16 
Interaction with local school (Madela) on Human-Wildlife Co-
existence and school education 22 

2022-04-17 
Interaction with Wildlife victims for developing positive 
attitude towards wildlife (27 single women, 7 severe injured) 34 

2022-04-18 
Interaction with stakeholders (BZUC, BZCFUGs, and 
CBAPUs) on HWC and fire 45 

2022-04-19 
Talk with journalist and participate in community plannings for 
community engagement 34 

2022-04-20 Turmeric seed distribution in Siddapuri 120 
2022-04-22 Earth day celebration at Kareliya by collecting plastic wastage 35 
2022-04-23 Park visits for the CBAPU members of Shivapur Ekekrit 22 
2022-04-25 Turmeric seed distribution in Kailashi 35 
2022-05-25 CBAPU interaction at Banke 40 
2022-05-26 CBAPU interaction at Bardia 35 
2022-05-29 WCCB meeting with authorities of three province 35 
2022-05-30 Benefits from buffer zone 40 
2022-05-31 CBAPU interaction at Dalla 250 
2022-06-03 Transboundary tour for wildlife conservation 10 
2022-06-06 Policy reviews of buffer zone 35 
2022-06-18 Celebration of world desertification day -Kareliya 30 
2022-06-22 WCCB meeting at Banke 25 
2022-06-23 Interactions with victim people from conservation (Guleriya) 40 
2022-06-24 WCCB meeting at Bardia 20 
2022-06-25 Home stay management at Satkholuwa 13 
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Date Activities/Target groups Beneficiaries 

2022-06-25 
Wildlife identification for the minimization of conflicts -Gainda 
hotel (municipal staffs and ward chairpersons) 70 

2022-06-26 Nature guide training At Gavar talk on wildlife safety measures 25 
2022-06-28 Relief distribution at Tikapur 8 
2022-06-29 Exposure tour for the homestay owner 22 

2022-06-30 
Transboundary meeting at Suelhawa Wildlife sanctuary (2 
elephant and 4 tigers) 14 

 Total 1641 

A radio program named "Nikunja Serophero (Park surroundings)" was broadcasted on local FM, 
Radio Tiger 99.2 with the support of USFWS to disseminate the importance of biodiversity 
conservation and ways of human-wildlife conflict mitigation in Bardia National Park. The program 
is running for 15 minutes on a weekly basis. Most of the users from the buffer zone access the 
coverage of Radio tiger FM. At the end of program, a quiz was asked to hearer and the one 
contestant who gave right answer was gifted a conservation message printed t-shirt.  

Activities differ than original proposal 
The project is on track for developing human wildlife co-existence in Bardia National Park. 

Conservation outcomes for elephants, other wildlife, habitat and human 
communities. 
Bardia National Park is well known for the growing elephant population. The herd of elephant is 

frequently moving between Katerniyaghat Wildlife Sanctuary, India and Bardia National Park, 

Nepal. To maintain the increasing population, this project develops timely monitoring mechanism 

for strayed elephants and safely chasing wild elephant. The change agents developed by this 

project are working with local communities for the development of human elephant-coexistence. 

Community awareness keep community people alert from the elephant possible attacks and 

changed their negative attitudes towards wildlife conservation that lead to establish human-

elephant coexistence in the buffer zone of Bardia National Park and corridor. This project also 

supporting for the maintenance of human tiger coexistence in this complex. The good news is tiger 

population are increasing which are now 125 in Bardia and 25 in Banke. The tiger population was 

18 individuals in the complex in 2009. Similarly, critically endangered gharial population are 

sighting in the Karnali river and new hatchlings are seen after 15 years (First gharial hatchlings 

spotted in nearly two decades in Nepal’s Karnali River (mongabay.com). Those baby gharials are closely 
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monitored by the members of CBAPU. The rhino populations are 38 in 2021. After 2021, two 

rhinos gave baby which are frequently guard by the CBAPU members if goes out of the park. 

 

  
Elephant moving from India to Nepal Growing no of tiger population in Bardia 

  
Baby rhino frequently move in corridor forest Baby rhino from Karnali flood plain 

 
 

New hatchling by gharial Gharial baby are growing up 
 
Major achievements during the period are: 

 Nine well equipped RRTs are developed and trained. Provided torch lights, bags, t-shirts 

and raincoat. Those members are involved in safely chasing of tusker from village. 

 Problematic tiger and elephants are regularly monitoring with park authorities and 

rescued if necessary. 
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 13 Human wildlife conflict mitigation teams are formed and mobilized maintenance of 

electric fence. 

 19 CBAPUs are actively engaged in wildlife conservation. 

 19 change agents are developed and mobilize them for the behavior change campaign 

with necessary stationary materials and poster (1 type, 1000 pieces). 

Local community and elephant benefited 
No of local 

people benefited 

Total reachable communities: 19324, RRT/CBAPU members: 2184; 

Torchlight: 357; electric fence: 2300 Hhs, 9200 populations; Change 

agents: 19, Behavior change campaign: 5923; regular awareness session: 

1641.  

No of elephant 

benefited 

120 elephants 

Area of elephant 

habitat protected 

1500 km2 forest area including park, buffer zone and corridor forest 

Describe any problems discovered or that occurred during this grant 
period. 
No any problem during the project period 

Was your project successful? Short term and long-term goals using to 
evaluate the accomplishments. 
The project on track as no any elephants and tiger are killed during the period and no any people 

are killed by tiger and elephant in the project area. Human wildlife conflict mitigation 

subcommittee mobilize their members for the proper maintenance of fence. The RRT are engaging 

in safely chasing of elephant and monitoring of problematic tigers. Three tigers are rescued from 

this complex. The 19 change agents are working with local communities where more than 5923 

communities were participated for the development of human elephant co-existence. With the 

support of conservation partner, 317 houses constructed predator proof coral houses, 357 farmer 

cultivated turmeric and ginger, and 120 houses planted lemon in the conflict prone areas. The 

project has developed human wildlife coexistence in the buffer zone of Bardia National Park and 

corridor forest. This grant has assisted for the development of a pro-active and sustainable system 
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on problematic elephant/tiger monitoring and RRT mobilization in the buffer zone of Bardia 

national park. Four technicians are already trained and deployed for the problematic animal 

monitoring. The continuous monitoring of tiger recommended park authorities for the wise 

management decision, support to develop elephant/tiger conservation strategies and mobilization 

local communities on the responsible way. Park has already developed and implemented human 

wildlife conflict minimization strategy with the active participation of concerned stakeholders. The 

success of project is evaluated by following indicators and source of verification: 

Outputs (immediate project products) 

 9 RRTs are fully equipped with field gears (Record of RRTs). 

 2184 members were participated in CBAPU meeting and interaction (CBAPU register). 

 RRT members organized 10 events for the safely chasing of elephant from village 

(Record of RRTs). 

 10 strayed elephants are intensively monitored and three problematic tigers are rescued 

after intensive monitoring (Park record). 

 13 fence repair and maintenance groups (~2300 households) formed (BZUCs record) and 

properly maintained 34 km electric fence (regular site visit record). 

 19 CBAPUs are actively engaging for the protection of elephant and other wildlife. 

 19 CBAPU members are trained as change agents (TOT workshop record) 

 5923 local communities participated in behavior change campaign (change agent report) 

and additional 1641 people were participated in elephant conservation 

workshop/interaction/meetings and awareness session (NTNC record) 

Outcomes (results) 

 No death of elephant and tiger and human in the project site during the reporting period 

where as one tiger found dead on snare, five human deaths by tiger and one human death 

by elephant out of our project area in this complex (park record). 

 Communities are getting support for the implication of human elephant conflict 

mitigation measures. Two watch towers are repaired, 317 house made strong corral 

houses, 357 houses cultivated turmeric and ginger, 120 houses involved in lemon 

plantation, 3km game proof fence are constructed, and d four energize machine are 

replaced with the support of Bardia National Park, National Trust for Nature 
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Conservation, USFWS, IWT challenge fund, Buffer Zone User Committees and local 

government (project report). 

 Movement of elephant in the village is reduced after the proper run of preventive 

measures (BZUC/RRT record)  

 Relief programs is allocated on time for the wildlife victim families (Interview with key 

personnel). 

 More than 50 news on elephant and tiger conservation published in local and national 

newspaper/media (Media record). 

Impacts on elephant and other wildlife conservation 

 120 elephants are protected in the Bardia National Park and 50 elephants are safely moving 

from Bardia National Park, Nepal and Katerniyaghat wildlife sanctuary, India via corridor 

forest (park record) 

 Similarly tiger population are increased form 18 in 2009 to 150 in 2022. Of which 125 are 

in Bardia National Park and 25 in Banke National Park (Recently published survey report). 

Other endangered wildlife such as gharials and rhinos are also fully protected 

(Photographic evidence). 

  
Turmeric cultivation with support of USFWS Game proof fence with the support of park 

  
Predator proof corral house with the support of IWT 

challenge fund 
Patrolling made by CBAPU members 
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Freely moving herds of elephant in the corridor forest 

Next Steps 
Although, Nepal has significant efforts for conservation of elephant, recent evidence showed that 
elephants are on massive risk of poaching/retaliatory killing/illegal extraction of forest 
resources/conflict with local people in buffer zones and corridors. Various efforts (e.g., electric 
fence, cultivation of unpalatable but high-value crops, radio-collaring of the problematic wild 
elephants, conservation education, mobilization of rapid response teams, etc.) have been initiated 
to reduce human-elephant conflict (HEC) and to conserve wild elephant population in BNP with 
the support of many conservation partners and Donors (WTLCP, TAL, ZSL, USFWS, AWELY 
etc.). We are closely working with local communities such as 35 Buffer Zone Community Forest 
User Groups (BZCFUGs), 19 Buffer Zone User Committees (BZUCs), 19 Community Based 
Anti-Poaching Units (CBAPUs), 9 Rapid Response Teams (RRTs) and recently formed 13 human 
wildlife conflict minimization sub-committees to address the root causes of human-elephant 
conflict, develop long term solutions to minimize such conflict; and engage local communities to 
gain their participation in the conservation of elephants and its habitat whereas we are not able to 
reach school students till now. On the other side sensitization on elephant conservation are needed 
for the newly elected members of local government, represented from the corridor and conflict 
prone areas, who are the key persons for the motivation of local communities in elephant 
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conservation. We are planning to reach among school students and recently elected local 
government bodies for the developing human elephant co-existence from behavior change 
campaign and securing sustainable fund from local level, respectively in the next phase. 

 
Elephant photo taken by volunteer 

  

Organization associated with the project 

Organization Roles 
National Trust for 
Nature Conservation 
(NTNC) 

Technical support for the monitoring of problematic elephant and 
tiger. Its technician is regularly engaged for the monitoring and recue 
of problematic animals 

Bardia National Park 
(BNP) 

Security of elephant in core of the park. Development and 
implementation of human wildlife conflict minimization strategy 

Community Based 
Anti-Poaching Units 
(CBAPUs) 

Community awareness, timey informing the movement of animals 
and poachers to park authorities and conduct patrolling with security 
forces. 

Rapid Response Team 
(RRTs) 

Timely mobilize its members for the safely chasing of elephants 

Human Wildlife 
Conflict Mitigation 
Sub committees  

Mobilize members for the proper running of fence, maintenance of 
watch tower and solar lights 

Buffer Zone User 
Committee (BZUCs) 

Mobilize its members for the minimization of human wildlife 
conflict and to organize behavior change awareness campaign. 
Mobilize local communities for the timely repair and maintenance of 
fence and adoption of predator proof corral houses. 

Change agents (19) Organize behavior change agents with local communities who 
frequently enters in the forest. 

USFWS Support for the adoption of mitigation measures, habitat restoration 
and development of wildlife rescue team 
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Story of elephant conservation 
30 years old Mr. Gobinda yogi, chairperson of Dalla CBAPU mobilize more than 15 youths for 

the guarding of elephant herds in the corridor forest. He counted 28 elephants in the herd. The 

community members are happy to see herds of elephant in their surroundings. He also organized 

17 sessions where 645 people were participated for developing human wildlife co-existence. The 

corridor forest provides the habitat for growing population of tiger, elephant, rhino. 

  
Mr. Gobinda taking photo of elephant Talking with local communities for maintaining HECx 

 
Herd of elephant guarded by Gobinda team while moving via a corridor forest 

 

Interim financial report (attached separately) 

High resolution photos (attached separately) 

Video clip (attached separately) 
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Any publication and presentation 

 A paper on HEC status in drafted and reviewed by co-authors. 

 The finding and lesson sharing of the project is presented with the Journalist, community 

leaders and TOT sessions organized in the local level. 

Media coverage 

Many news related to human elephant and human tiger conflict were published in local, national 

and international news. Use of mitigation measures are highlighted in the video documentary prepared 

for the French TV. 

Human-elephant conflict around Bardia National Park :: Shankar Bhandari :: Setopati 

‘Nobody should make us tigers’ prey:’ Pabitra KC, who lost her husband to tiger attack :: Surendra 

Phuyal :: Nepal Minute - out of the ordinary 

 

Video documentary on progress 
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Website and social media 

 We have created a social page for the dissemination of behavior change campaign 

activities: Behaviour Change Campaign | Facebook 

 The community engagement program is shared from Facebook page: 

https://www.facebook.com/ntncbcp 

 

 
Figure 1: Map of working area 

 


